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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 1 

Q. Who are you? 2 

A. My name is Ross C. Hemphill.   3 

Q. Did you previously testify in this Docket? 4 

A. Yes.  I testified live and sponsored pre-filed direct, rebuttal, and surrebuttal testimony 5 

(Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) Exhibits (“Exs.”) 1.0, 11.0 and 20.0, 6 

respectively) prior to rehearing.  I also submitted written direct testimony on rehearing 7 

(ComEd Ex. 30.0).  My background, professional qualifications, and duties and 8 

responsibilities remain unchanged. 9 

Q. What subjects does your rebuttal testimony on rehearing address? 10 

A. First, I overview ComEd’s rebuttal case and introduce ComEd’s other rebuttal witnesses.  11 

Those witnesses respond to the direct testimony on rehearing of Staff and intervenor 12 

witnesses concerning the interest rate applicable to reconciliation adjustment balances, 13 

the recovery of pension costs, and the measurement of ComEd’s rate base for 14 

reconciliation purposes.  ComEd is submitting testimony on the latter two subjects in 15 

light of the ALJs’ ruling of July 9, 2012 concerning scope, but does not thereby waive 16 

any legal arguments or objections.  17 

Second, I respond to a unique misconception by IIEC witness Michael Gorman 18 

about the timeline applicable to the formula rate process established by the Energy 19 

Infrastructure Modernization Act1 (the “EIMA”) and also refute his mischaracterizations 20 

of ComEd’s view of the reconciliation process.  21 

                                                 
1  Illinois Public Act (“PA”) 097-0616, as amended and supplemented by PA 097-0646. 
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Third, I explain why ComEd’s Weighted Average Cost of Capital (“WACC”) is 22 

the correct interest rate to apply to reconciliation adjustment balances in order to 23 

compensate for the time value of money and to place ComEd and customers in positions 24 

as close as possible to real-time, actual cost ratemaking.  I also show why the interest 25 

rates based on “short-term” and “debt” capital costs fail to satisfy basic principles of 26 

economics and ratemaking.  Other ComEd witnesses address financing needs, capital 27 

markets, and the details of the tariff, and confirm my conclusions.   28 

Q. Are there any observations that can be made about the direct rehearing testimony 29 

of Staff and intervenor witnesses as a whole? 30 

A. Yes, the testimony underscores that the Commission’s May 29, 2012 final Order (the 31 

“May 29 Order”) must be modified in important respects.  Staff witness Mr. Pregozen, 32 

for example, recognizes the correct purpose for interest and that the reconciliation 33 

process is not like a rider or some other tariff mechanism that permits recovery of 34 

discrete costs with different risks.  He candidly and explicitly acknowledges that claims 35 

equating formula rate reconciliation to a rider were mistaken.  Moreover, while we 36 

disagree about how to measure the relevant cost of equity, Mr. Pregozen also correctly 37 

recommends that all of ComEd’s capital components, including equity, be considered in 38 

setting the interest rate for reconciliation.  ComEd concurs and hopes that this brings 39 

clarity to this issue. 40 

Moreover, although the Commission granted ComEd’s Application for Rehearing 41 

on issue, an application which argued that the May 29 Order understated the correct 42 

interest rate, the intervenors’ rehearing witnesses do not defend the Order, but instead 43 

argue for a still lower and, thus, less appropriate interest rate.   44 
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The evidence as a whole also underscores the necessity and importance of altering 45 

the Commission’s May 29 denial of pension cost recovery.  Only one Staff witness, 46 

Ms. Ebrey, opposes recovery of ComEd’s actual and significant pension costs.  Her 47 

testimony is contrary to principles, past Commission Orders, and the reality of pension 48 

economics.  She also continues to deny any pension asset exists while simultaneously 49 

offering a complex alternative aimed at affording partial, yet wholly inadequate, cost 50 

recovery.  Her proposal, as ComEd witness Kathryn Houtsma explains, bears no relation 51 

to the EIMA structure and fails to provide realistic cost recovery and must, like her prior 52 

attempt to completely deny pension cost recovery, be rejected.   53 

Q. Who are the other witnesses presenting rehearing rebuttal testimony on behalf of 54 

ComEd and what topics do they address?  55 

A. The following witnesses also provide rebuttal testimony on rehearing on ComEd’s behalf 56 

responding to the direct testimony of the Staff and intervenors on rehearing: 57 

 Kathryn Houtsma (ComEd Ex. 35.0) responds to Staff witness Theresa Ebrey’s 58 

claims concerning ComEd’s pension asset and establishes why ComEd’s pension 59 

funding costs must be recovered.  She also responds to the direct rehearing 60 

testimonies of Staff witness Alan Pregozen.  AG-AARP witnesses Michael Brosch 61 

and David Effron, CUB witness Ralph Smith, and IIEC witness Michael Gorman 62 

on the subject of the reconciliation adjustment interest rate.  Finally, she addresses 63 

the direct testimonies on rehearing of Staff witness Richard Bridal and of Messrs. 64 

Brosch, Effron, Smith, and Gorman on the subject of the use of an average rate base 65 

method versus the year-end method in calculating reconciliation rate base.   66 
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 Joseph R. Trpik (ComEd Ex. 36.0) refutes, from a finance and capital markets 67 

perspective, claims that the reconciliation adjustment represents something other 68 

than rate base investments entitled to earn ComEd’s WACC.  He also exposes as 69 

baseless both the claims of CUB witness Michael Smith and AG/AARP witness 70 

Michael Brosch that the May 29 Order allows ComEd to recover all of its 71 

reasonable and prudent cost, and the related claim by IIEC witness Gorman that my 72 

direct testimony ignored features of the formula rate structure that stabilizes 73 

earnings.  He explains, for example, that the denial of any recovery of the cost of 74 

ComEd’s pension asset cuts ComEd’s ability to recover its costs by tens of millions 75 

of dollars immediately and more as time passes.  He finally responds to the 76 

unsupported claims of Messrs. Smith, Brosch, and Gorman that ComEd’s ability to 77 

fund investments described in EIMA is independent of and unrelated to the 78 

dramatic revenue shortfalls created by the May 29 Order, explaining their testimony 79 

ignores ComEd’s need to prudently maintain its structure and liquidity. 80 

 Samuel C. Hadaway, Ph.D.  (ComEd Ex. 37.0) rebuts Intervenor and Staff 81 

proposals that the interest rate applicable to reconciliation adjustments be set far 82 

below ComEd’s WACC.  He explains that if ComEd is to fully recover its actual 83 

costs of service, including those incurred to undertake EIMA investments, the 84 

interest rate must equal ComEd’s WACC.  He confirms that ComEd cannot secure 85 

debt funding without equity support, and that equity cannot be parsed into short-86 

term and long-term holdings, as Mr. Pregozen hypothesizes.  Equity shareholders 87 

support all of ComEd’s financing options, and the rate of return for that financing 88 

cannot be differentiated by the maturity of the subject investment.   89 
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II. OPERATION OF THE FORMULA RATE PROCESS 90 

Q. Mr. Gorman in his narrative testimony (IIEC Ex. 3.0RH) and the attached graphic 91 

(IIEC Ex. 3.1RH) contests for the first time how the EIMA formula rate process 92 

works.  Does Mr. Gorman correctly describe the process and how it works? 93 

A. No.  Using 2015 as an illustrative year, Mr. Gorman claims2 that: 94 

… the EIMA formula rate requires the use of FERC Form 1 data from 95 
2013 as a starting point to forecast a revenue requirement for calendar year 96 
2014.  The actual 2013 FERC Form 1 data plus projected rate base 97 
changes for 2014, including planned plant additions, depreciation, and 98 
ADIT are used to produce a forecasted 2014 revenue requirement.   99 

This is simply wrong.  The formula rate structure uses the actual FERC Form 1 data from 100 

2013 plus “projected plant additions and correspondingly updated depreciation reserve 101 

and expense” for 2014, the year in which “the tariff and data are filed,”3 to set the charges 102 

during the next year, i.e., during rate year 2015.   103 

Moreover, Mr. Gorman claims4 that: 104 

That revenue requirement is subsequently reconciled using 2014 actual 105 
data after the actual data is available.  The reconciliation takes place in 106 
ComEd’s May filing in the following year. The reconciliation component 107 
for the 2014 rate year would go into the rates determined in 2015 and will 108 
be included in rates that become effective in 2016. 109 

These claims are also wrong.  The revenue requirement set in the 2014 case will be based 110 

on actual 2013 FERC Form 1 data and 2014 projections of forecast capital additions.  111 

That revenue requirement will set the charges applied during 2015.  It will subsequently 112 

be is reconciled using actual 2015 data when that data is available, i.e., in 2016.  Any 113 

                                                 
2 Gorman Rehearing (“Reh.”) Direct Testimony (“Dir.”)., IIEC Ex. 3.0RH, 5:98-103. 
3 EIMA, Section 16-108.5(c), 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c).   
4 Gorman Reh. Dir., IIEC Ex. 3.0RH, 5:103-06. 
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resulting adjustment will be included in the charges that will not become effective until 114 

2017.  This is exactly the timeline accurately depicted on ComEd Ex. 30.1. 115 

This timeline conforms exactly to what happened in this Docket itself.  In this 116 

Docket, the Commission used actual 2010 FERC Form 1 data (2 years before the 2012 117 

rate year) and 2011 projected plant additions (1 year before the 2012 rate year) to set the 118 

charges applicable during 2012 (the rate year).  The projected revenue requirement set in 119 

this case cannot be reconciled until actual 2012 data is available, which will be next year, 120 

in 2013.  The annual update docket filed in 2013 (the year after the 2012 rate year) will 121 

reconcile the 2012 revenue requirement.  Any adjustment will be applied along with the 122 

charges set in that 2013 case, i.e., during 2014 (2 years after the 2012 rate year).    123 

The accuracy of my description of the timeline is further confirmed by the fact 124 

that ICC Docket No. 12-0321 – which under Mr. Gorman’s view would be reconciling 125 

the 2012 revenue requirement set with 2010 FERC Form 1 data and 2011 projected 126 

additions – is actually reconciling the average revenue requirement that was used to set 127 

rates charged in 2011 with ComEd’s 2011 after-the-fact, actual cost revenue requirement.   128 

Q. Mr. Gorman also claims that “ComEd believes that the reconciliation is between the 129 

amount collected under approved rates with the actual revenue requirement for the 130 

relevant year”5 and then criticizes this supposed conclusion at length.  Does Mr. 131 

Gorman accurately describe ComEd’s position? 132 

A. No.  We have always been clear that the reconciliation is based on the difference between 133 

(a) the revenue requirement(s) (in some years an average is used) prospectively used to 134 

                                                 
5 Id., 3:47-48. 
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set the charges effective during a rate year, and (b) the subsequently determined actual 135 

revenue requirement for that rate year.  ComEd does not claim the reconciliation is based 136 

on revenues collected.  As I testified6 previously: 137 

The reconciliation operates by mathematically comparing the “before the 138 
fact” revenue requirement used to compute charges collected during the 139 
rate year – a revenue requirement which, as I explained, is not based on 140 
actual rate year costs – with the actual revenue requirement calculated 141 
with the now-available data quantifying ComEd’s reasonable and prudent 142 
costs as a whole. 143 

Ms. Houtsma and I correctly describe the initial projected revenue requirement as the 144 

revenue requirement which is reflected in the charges applicable during the rate year.  145 

But, that does not mean or imply that reconciliation compares the amount collected with 146 

the actual revenue requirement.  That is Mr. Gorman’s error, not ours.  147 

III. THE ROLE OF INTEREST IN THE ANNUAL FORMULA RATE AND 148 
RECONCILIATION PROCESS 149 

A. Uncontested Principles of Economics and Ratemaking 150 

Q. What is the purpose of interest in the formula rate process? 151 

A. The essential purpose of interest is to compensate for the time value of money.  It is not 152 

merely a financing mechanism or a means to generate cash flow.  Where delay is inherent 153 

in a process of cost recovery, interest offsets that delay.  It is the structure that provides 154 

the economic equivalent of the time machine – the means of making the reconciliation 155 

adjustment, when it is collected or credited well after the rate year, the economic 156 

equivalent of making the adjustment in the rate year itself.  I previously testified7 that: 157 

                                                 
6 Hemphill Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 30.0, 6:125 – 7:129. 
7 Hemphill Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 30.0, 3:48 – 4:77. 
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The formula rate process provides a way to set participating utilities’ rates 158 
based on the actual prudent and reasonable costs they incur in serving 159 
customers, no more and no less.  … By looking backward and making a 160 
reconciling adjustment between the revenue requirement underlying the 161 
rates that were charged during any rate year and what that revenue 162 
requirement should have been if it was based on the utility’s actual 163 
prudent and reasonable costs of service, the reconciliation process 164 
provides the financial equivalent of the time machine that traditional rates 165 
could never provide.  …  Any differential in the “before the fact” and 166 
actual revenue requirements results in a corresponding credit or charge 167 
that compensates for the differential together with interest that 168 
compensates for the delay.  All this only works, however, if the interest 169 
rate chosen actually compensates for the delay.   170 

No witness disputes those fundamental concepts.   171 

Q. Are the goals of the formula rate process in dispute? 172 

A. No.  The goal of the formula rate process is to provide the financial equivalent of perfect 173 

ratemaking, i.e., recovery of the prudent and reasonable costs of service fully and 174 

accurately in the year that they are incurred.  AG-AARP witness Mr. Effron agrees 175 

“completely”8 with this objective, which I have explained protects customers and utilities 176 

alike.  However, in practice, “perfect, real time recovery” cannot happen, so interest must 177 

serve as the equivalent, offsetting any lag.  This, too, appears undisputed.  AG-AARP 178 

witness Michael Brosch, for example, acknowledges that, if the formula rate process 179 

worked correctly, the “reconciliation with interest on all over or under-recoveries eliminates 180 

regulatory lag with respect to rate base investment.”9  In sum, an appropriate interest rate 181 

                                                 
8 Effron Reh. Dir., AG-AARP Ex. 6.0, 8:175-179.  ComEd clearly disagrees with Mr. Effron on 

how to achieve that objective.   
9 Brosch Reh. Dir., AG-AARP Ex. 5.0, 9:206-08.  Once again, we agree on the goal.  But, ComEd 

objects to Mr. Brosch’s recommendations, which would have the effect of thwarting that very goal.   
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must economically offset the costs of delay and provide the financial equivalent of real 182 

time cost recovery.10     183 

The goal of the formula rate process to provide full cost recovery of prudent and 184 

reasonable costs is also undisputed.  While we disagree with how he measures equity 185 

cost, Staff witness Pregozen and his recommendation recognize not just the need to 186 

provide the required cash, but also the need to recover ComEd’s actual costs, including 187 

its cost of capital.11  This mirrors the view that Staff’s Finance Department has taken 188 

consistently in the past:12  189 

Under the traditional regulatory model, ratepayer and shareholder interests 190 
are balanced when the Commission authorizes a rate of return on rate base 191 
equal to the public utility’s overall cost of capital, as long as that overall 192 
cost of capital is not unnecessarily expensive.  When public utilities 193 
charge rates that reflect an authorized rate of return that exceeds the cost 194 
of capital, consumers are encumbered with excessive prices.  Conversely, 195 
when public utilities charge rates that reflect an authorized rate of return 196 
below the cost of capital, the financial integrity of the utility suffers, 197 
making it difficult for the utility to attract capital at a reasonable cost.  198 
Ultimately, the utility’s inability to raise sufficient capital would impair 199 
service quality.  Consumers are best served when the authorized rate of 200 
return on rate base equals the overall cost of capital. 201 

Again, ComEd agrees.  Especially where a formula rate mechanism specifies that an 202 

actual capital structure be used and establishes an overall cost of capital without any 203 

carve out or exception, it is critical – for both utilities and customers – that the interest 204 

rate correctly reflect that full cost of capital. 205 

                                                 
10 In practice, the need for certainty and the need for cash both put practical limits on the length of 

the delay that even fully compensatory interest can offset.  That is why EIMA both minimizes that lag and 
compensates for the lag that cannot be eliminated with interest.   

11 See, e.g., Pregozen Reh. Dir., Staff Ex. 25.0, 10:160 – 11:175.   
12 Commonwealth Edison Co., Docket No. 07-0566, McNally Dir., Staff Ex, 4.0 C, 2:34 - 3:44. 
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B. Staff and Intervenor Arguments for Below WACC Interest 206 

Q. How do Staff and intervenor recommendations relate to the acknowledged goals of 207 

formula ratemaking? 208 

A. AG-AARP, CUB, and IIEC proposals depart immediately from the principles of full cost 209 

recovery and the need for interest to fully offset the costs of delay.  They focus on 210 

whether ComEd can finance the reconciliation adjustment, as if the issue was one of cash 211 

flow.  They also treat the reconciliation adjustment as if it was a separate short-term asset 212 

that is separable from ComEd’s overall capitalization, rate base, and cost of service.  213 

They propose interest rates based exclusively on debt costs – and costs of debt heavily 214 

biased toward short-term borrowing of a type normally used for working capital, not rate 215 

base investments.  They do not propose to set an interest rate that fully reflects or 216 

recovers ComEd’s time value of money.  217 

In contrast, Staff witness Pregozen’s proposal does not consider debt alone and, 218 

while we disagree with how he models the cost of equity, Staff and ComEd both look to 219 

all components of ComEd’s capital structure to set the proper interest rate.     220 

1. The Fallacy of Separation:  The Reconciliation Adjustment is 221 
the Result of a Calculation and Represents a Share of ComEd’s 222 
Overall Cost of Service, Not a Separate Asset 223 

Q. What does the reconciliation adjustment represent? 224 

A. The reconciliation adjustment is the end result of a mathematical equation.  It is a 225 

calculated dollar value equal to the difference between two aggregate revenue 226 

requirements:  the initial projected revenue requirement and the later, actual revenue 227 

requirement when known.  It is not a separate obligation, “short-term” or otherwise.  And 228 
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it does not “represent any particular individual asset or cost”13  It is simply the share of 229 

ComEd’s entire portfolio of assets – new and existing, and of every duration – and cost 230 

that was not in the original revenue requirement.  There is no basis for assuming that the 231 

portion of the actual revenue requirement falling within this mathematical difference is 232 

somehow supported by a different type or term of capital than the rest.  Whatever capital 233 

structure ComEd uses to support its entire pool of assets supports this fraction as well as 234 

every other fraction.    235 

In plain language, the “debt only” interest rates espoused by CUB, IIEC, and 236 

AG/AARP exclude the role of shareholders in the capitalization of ComEd and as a vital 237 

source of funds for the multi-billion dollar EIMA investment.  While in isolation parties 238 

can advocate for the lowest possible interest rate, a “debt only” rate, but in a broader 239 

perspective a disregard for the role of equity capital will undermine the Company’s 240 

financial metrics and the ability to secure the optimum capital structure that ensures the 241 

long term success of EIMA.   242 

2. The Fallacy of Duration:  The Reconciliation Adjustment Does Not 243 
Represent a “Short-Term” Obligation 244 

Q. Can the reconciliation adjustment be viewed as a short-term, or approximately two-245 

year, asset that can be financed on that basis? 246 

A. Absolutely not.  Assuming the adjustment represents a balance due ComEd, it represents 247 

a two-year delay in fully recovering the actual costs of ComEd serving its customers 248 

during the rate year.  To serve customers, ComEd invests in largely long-term rate base 249 

assets that EIMA associates as a whole with ComEd’s total actual capital structure.  The 250 

                                                 
13 Hemphill Reh. Dir., ComEd Ex. 30.0, 7:129-30. 
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fact that ComEd may not recover all of the costs of those rate base investments until the 251 

reconciliation process is complete does morph the amount of the delayed recovery into a 252 

short-term investment or asset.  The reconciliation adjustment remains what it is: a 253 

portion of the costs of all of ComEd’s rate base investments in that year, short-term and 254 

long-term, just two years delayed in being recovered.   255 

Q. Even if it were economically appropriate to view the adjustment as subject to short-256 

term financing, is it practical under the EIMA ratemaking structure to treat it in 257 

that way?   258 

A. No.  Treating the adjustment as something that can be financed by short-term debt does 259 

not make sense given the way in which the adjustment is determined under the EIMA 260 

structure.  Neither ComEd nor anyone else can know what reconciliation adjustment the 261 

Commission will approve with respect to any rate year until well after the investments are 262 

made and the costs incurred when the reconciliation proceeding is concluded and the 263 

actual revenue requirement is determined in hindsight.14  How can ComEd be expected to 264 

“finance” reconciliation adjustments with some form of short term financing, be it pure 265 

debt or otherwise, when no one, let alone ComEd, even knows the size of the adjustments 266 

for the majority of the period they are outstanding?  It simply is not possible.  267 

                                                 
14 Mr. Brosch notes that ComEd estimates the adjustment based on projections of its actual costs.  

But, in the end of that same  answer, he illustrates graphically the risks inherent in those projections.  
Brosch Reh. Reb., AG-AARP EX. 5.0, 19:443-56.  And, as Mr. Pregozen notes, the value of any 
reconciliation adjustment is itself subject to risks including prudence and reasonableness review.   
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3. The Fallacy of Isolation:  Failure to Consider ComEd’s 268 
Overall Cost of Capital 269 

Q. Is there any flaw in viewing the reconciliation adjustment as something that accrues 270 

interest based on short-term or debt costs alone independently of ComEd’s overall 271 

capital structure? 272 

A. Yes.  EIMA establishes a structure that applies a defined cost of capital to ComEd’s 273 

overall actual capital structure.  Isolating the reconciliation adjustment and applying to it 274 

a lower time value of money based on an assumption that it is financed with only debt 275 

necessarily alters the overall capital structure of ComEd.  One simply cannot “carve out” 276 

a portion of the whole and deem it to be financed with debt without changing the capital 277 

structure used to set ComEd’s overall rates from ComEd’s actual capital structure to 278 

something else. 279 

Q. Mr. Gorman15 suggests that any short-term debt deemed to be “financing” the 280 

reconciliation adjustment should be short-term debt that is already part of 281 

ComEd’s actual capital structure and that it should then be removed from the 282 

capital structure to avoid a “double count.”  Is this a realistic or reasonable option? 283 

A. No, it is not.  I appreciate Mr. Gorman’s candid acknowledgment of both the risk and 284 

inappropriateness of “double counting” capital structure components, particularly short-285 

                                                 
15 Gorman Reh. Dir., IIEC Ex. 3.0RH, 18:427 - 19:442.  Mr. Brosch, in contrast, acknowledges the 

problem of double counting capital, but eschews even the theoretical solution Mr. Gorman suggests.  Mr. 
Brosch testifies that “ComEd is not able to apply its already deployed permanent debt and equity capital, as 
summarized in its WACC, to finance the future marginal working capital requirements arising from the 
reconciliation process.”  AG-AARP Ex. 5.0, 14:353 - 15:356.  This testimony correctly recognizes the 
problem of double counting, but fails to recognize that the reconciliation adjustment is not a sun added on 
to ComEd’s actual rate year expenditures.  It is the amount by which ComEd’s actual revenue requirement 
(reflecting its actual investments and costs) differ from the projection.  ComEd’s actual capital structure has 
already financed ComEd’s total actual costs.  No additional marginal financing is required.  The WACC 
covers the waterfront.   
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term debt already devoted to other purposes.  But, the intractability of this double 286 

counting problem is yet one more reason to define the interest rate correctly, based on 287 

ComEd’s time value of money.  It is not a reason to add another complex process in a 288 

dubious effort to artificially segregate the reconciliation adjustments from other ComEd 289 

costs of service recovered through the exact same charges.  This proposal faces many 290 

hurdles:   291 

First, as Mr. Trpik testifies, there is no reason to believe that ComEd’s will have 292 

short-term debt outstanding throughout the period in an amount the proposal requires.  293 

The barrier this poses is only compounded because multiple rate years will 294 

simultaneously be “open,” with different potential reconciliation balances. 295 

Furthermore, one cannot simply “remov[e] any short-term debt that is carved out 296 

to support the reconciliation balance”16 from the capital structure supporting the 297 

remaining rate base investment because the amount of the reconciliation adjustment 298 

associated with any given rate year is not known until after the reconciliation proceeding 299 

for that rate year is complete, well after the rate year is over.  That is an inherent feature 300 

of a reconciliation based on actual data that is not known until after the end of the rate 301 

year and that is then, as Mr. Pregozen notes as well, subject to prudence and 302 

reasonableness review.      303 

Finally, if the Commission acknowledges – as it should – that the total cost of 304 

financing ComEd’s operations must be based on ComEd’s actual overall capital structure 305 

and that the only correct interest rate is ComEd’s cost of capital, there is no principled 306 

argument for trying to segregate the adjustment and assign it a lower interest rate.   307 

                                                 
16 Gorman Reh. Dir., IIEC Ex. 3.0RH, 19:438-39. 
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Q. Does an analogous problem confront Mr. Pregozen’s proposal? 308 

A. Yes.  Mr. Pregozen proposes, quite correctly, to base the interest rate applicable to 309 

reconciliation adjustments on not just debt, but on all the components of ComEd’s capital 310 

structure, including equity.  He also proposes, again correctly, to weight those 311 

components at their weights in ComEd’s actual capital structure.  However, after sticking 312 

with actual data and real financial instruments up to this point, he rejects ComEd’s actual 313 

cost of equity as set in the EIMA formula.  Instead, he models a hypothetical “short-314 

term” equity investment that does not exist and assigns to it a cost that is not only lower 315 

than actual equity costs but lower even than some debt. 17  This latter portion of his 316 

proposal should be rejected. 317 

 ComEd’s equity investors, like those in any company, bear the ultimate risk of 318 

their company’s performance and solvency.  The value and performance of their stock is 319 

affected by the value and performance of all ComEd’s assets, not just those in which 320 

ComEd invests in during a short-term horizon.  Moreover, the value of those assets, even 321 

in the short run, is heavily affected by their long-term value and ability to serve 322 

customers.  One cannot tell an equity investor to only be concerned about what will 323 

happen until the cash deferred until reconciliation arrives.  Even if that investor were 324 

planning with certainty to sell out on exactly that day, long-term values and risks heavily 325 

weigh on even the short-term values.  It is thus not possible for equity investors to limit 326 

their exposure to risks associated with just the short term, let alone to short term risks 327 

associated with an abstract percentage of the total company operations and assets.   328 

                                                 
17 Messrs. Hadaway and Trpik address this hypothetical form of equity in their rehearing rebuttal 

testimony (ComEd Exs. 36.0 and 37.0, respectively). 
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Moreover, even if equity could be parsed into long and short term “segments,” 329 

separating it into those segments would not change the total risk (or cost).  The risk and 330 

value of ComEd as a whole remains the same, as does the overall cost of financing its 331 

rate base and operations.   In sum, segregating ComEd’s equity, even if it were possible, 332 

would not change ComEd’s total cost of money and, therefore, would not change the 333 

appropriate interest rate.   334 

C. Other Interest Rate Issues 335 

Q. Some intervenor witnesses suggest that because the reconciliation adjustment could 336 

go either way in any given year (i.e., it could favor ComEd or customers), there is 337 

less reason to be concerned about the interest rate.  Is this correct?  338 

A. No.   Even an adjustment that is expected to be neutral over time should be calculated 339 

accurately in each year to be fair to customers over the duration of the formula rate 340 

process.  If the interest rate is not correctly calculated, the process will not recover the 341 

correct costs for the correct year.  Moreover, the reality is that EIMA calls for major and 342 

sustained increases in investment and spending, as Mr. Brosch18 also recognizes.  Those 343 

increases will necessarily tend to produce positive adjustment balances.   344 

Q. CUB witness Smith alone argues for an asymmetric interest rate – that is, applying 345 

an interest rate to funds ComEd owes that is far higher than the interest rate 346 

ComEd is permitted to recover on funds owed to it.  This argument is supposedly 347 

“based on the principles of protecting ratepayers from manipulation of the 348 

                                                 
18 Brosch Reh. Dir. AG-AARP Ex. 3.0RH, 8:176-78 ([T]he incremental investment commitments 

made by ComEd as a participating utility under EIMA virtually guarantee that [ComEd’s] rate base 
invested capital will steadily increase over the next 10 years.”). 
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projected plant addition amounts and … intentional over-collections.”19  Is his 349 

recommendation valid? 350 

A. No.  First off, we should be clear about two things.  There is no economic basis for an 351 

asymmetric interest rate whatsoever.  Mr. Smith is proposing inconsistent interest rates 352 

the effect of which is prejudicial to ComEd without regard to its costs or actual behaviors.  353 

His proposal should be rejected on that ground alone.   354 

Second, ComEd and its officers and managers are not in the business of doctoring 355 

or manipulating forecasts.  There is not a shred of evidence that ComEd has manipulated, 356 

or will manipulate, plant additions.  Even if someone at ComEd were to try, the sheer 357 

breadth and complexity of the investment process in general, and the grid modernization 358 

effort in particular, would make such a scheme wholly impractical to create and 359 

implement.   360 

Those two points aside, the Commission should also be clear that the unfounded 361 

fear of manipulation that Mr. Smith posits would not be discouraged by his proposal at 362 

all.  To the contrary, Mr. Smith’s proposal ironically creates the very perverse incentive 363 

that he claims it helps avoid.  Heavily penalizing ComEd by using a low rate of interest if 364 

plant additions are understated while simultaneously applying the correct WACC-based 365 

interest rate only on to overstatements is exactly the asymmetric circumstance that could 366 

encourage inaccurate projections.  In contrast, if the interest rate is correctly and 367 

symmetrically set at ComEd’s WACC, then ComEd can gain nothing from projection 368 

errors in any direction.  Any difference between the initial projected revenue requirement 369 

and the actual after-the-fact revenue requirements, whether due to error or simply 370 

                                                 
19 Smith Reh. Dir., CUB Ex. 5.0, 21:513-15. 
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inherent uncertainty, results in an adjustments bearing interest exactly offsetting 371 

ComEd’s cost of funds.  There is absolutely no incentive to manipulate.   372 

IV. CONCLUSION 373 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony on rehearing? 374 

A. Yes 375 


